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«Каждый учитель иностранного языка должен найти 
пути и методы преподавания такого языка, который 
используется в реальной жизни. Сегодня это три 
лидирующих силы: полезность, целесообразность,
эмоциональность.» П. Гарвей.



Формы работы

✔  Презентации
✔ Эссе
✔ Дискуссии
✔ Дебаты
✔ Сочинения (музыка, картина)

✔ Написание стихов





Born to succeed,
or how to realize your unlimited 

potential.

Plan of my life achievements

1. Five years have past and I …
2. To become successful in future, I’ll…
3. To become successful in future, I  hope I won’t …



Four keys for success:

1. Never stop learning.
2. Believe in yourself, even when no one does.
3. Prepare to win.
4. Find the way to make difference.



Your steps to success



 

The 
mysterio
us water



The experiment is aimed at testing magical features of water. To do it, I took 3 identical 
glasses and filled them with water. After that I put the rice into each glass. 

I wrote “I love you” on the glass #1, “I hate you” on the glass #2, and left the glass 
#3 without any phrases on it.



 The second week…

The rice swelled, but hadn’t changed the color in any of the glasses. 
The water in the glass #1 was bubbling, and the vials on the surface 
had got the lurid color.
The water in the glass #2 didn’t bubble at all, and the lurid film 
which began turning green,  had covered the surface.
On the surface of the glass #3 there were some white bubbles. 



The end – the glass #1.

 The water had absolutely 
evaporated. It seemed to be a 
fermentation, the vials, which had been 
seen a week before, dried up on the 
surface of the rice. There was a strong, 
but not offensive smell. The rice itself 
was white.



The end – the 
glass #2.

The water had almost 
evaporated. There was no 
fermentation. There was a 
strong, offensive smell. The 
rice was white.



The end – the glass 
#3.

There was a slime, and on 
the surface it could be 
noticed the process of 
corruption. The color of rice 
was different: from white to 
yellow.  There was no smell. 



• Interesting…;)

• What does it mean?

• On the example of water I showed, that 
indifference is one of the worst feelings.

• That’s worse, than hatred even.

• Be sensitive, don’t make other people 
wither like the rice in the glass! 



Name this picture.
Write a short story.
Make a conclusion.



Практическая значимость 
уроков. 

• Данный вид деятельности активно и 
успешно используется в 
отечественных и зарубежных УМК.

• Способствует развитию у учащихся 
восприятия, памяти, мышления и 
воображения.

• Создает ситуацию 
интеллектуального развития.

• Готовит к реальной жизни в социуме. 




